
PLAYER NAME:

REFEREE:  ______________________________ 

HOMETOWN:  ___________________________

TYPE/LEVEL OF MATCH: ________________

SCORES: ____________ 

Referees, please fill out this section 
and give one card to each player 
after the match and have them 
return to the referee’s table.

USHA Referee Rating CardUSHA Referee Rating Card

DATE:________________________
Referee Rating (circle one)

4.  Excellent
3.  Good
2.  Average 
1.  Needs Improvement 

Would you want this referee again? 

            YES    NO

Please include any comments, such 
as ability to control match, pace, 
knowledge of  rules (may write on back).
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________

Singles Doubles

PLAYER NAME:

REFEREE:  ______________________________ 

HOMETOWN:  ___________________________

TYPE/LEVEL OF MATCH: ________________

SCORES: ____________ 

Referees, please fill out this section 
and give one card to each player 
after the match and have them 
return to the referee’s table.

DATE:________________________
Referee Rating (circle one)

4.  Excellent
3.  Good
2.  Average 
1.  Needs Improvement 

Would you want this referee again? 

            YES    NO

Please include any comments, such 
as ability to control match, pace, 
knowledge of  rules (may write on back).
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________Singles Doubles

PLAYER NAME:

REFEREE:  ______________________________ 

HOMETOWN:  ___________________________

TYPE/LEVEL OF MATCH: ________________

SCORES: ____________ 

Referees, please fill out this section 
and give one card to each player 
after the match and have them 
return to the referee’s table. 

DATE:________________________
Referee Rating (circle one)

4.  Excellent
3.  Good
2.  Average 
1.  Needs Improvement 

Would you want this referee again? 

            YES    NO

Please include any comments, such 
as ability to control match, pace, 
knowledge of  rules (may write on back).
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________

Singles Doubles

PLAYER NAME:

REFEREE:  ______________________________ 

HOMETOWN:  ___________________________

TYPE/LEVEL OF MATCH: ________________

SCORES: ____________ 

Referees, please fill out this section 
and give one card to each player 
after the match and have them 
return to the referee’s table.

DATE:________________________
Referee Rating (circle one)

4.  Excellent
3.  Good
2.  Average 
1.  Needs Improvement 

Would you want this referee again? 

            YES    NO

Please include any comments, such 
as ability to control match, pace, 
knowledge of  rules (may write on back).
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________

Singles Doubles

USHA Referee Rating CardUSHA Referee Rating Card

USHA Referee Rating CardUSHA Referee Rating Card

USHA Referee Rating CardUSHA Referee Rating Card


